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Abstract

The proposition that the mental lexicon is a â€˜dual routeâ€™ system, advanced by
Pinker and others to account for regular and irregular morphology, overlooks the
important fact that morphological regularity correlates inversely with phonological
regularity â€” â€˜regularâ€™ past-tense beeped being phonologically irregular
(exceptional syllable), while â€˜irregularâ€™ past-tense kept is phonologically just
regular.

I argue that the correlation, which is general, can only be captured under a single â€”
rather than â€˜dualâ€™ â€” architecture, and an associational â€” rather than rule based
â€” theory of morphology. Where word-to-word associations are strong, morphology
looks regular and phonological alternations are inhibited, making phonology look
irregular. In a system in which regularities are attributed to â€˜rulesâ€™, rules should be
able to coexist with other rules, and morphological and phonological regularities should
correlate directly, rather than inversely.
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The present article is a revised and updated version of the one published under the same title in
the University of Maryland Working Papers in Linguistics, vol. 10 (2000). For insightful
comments and assistance on various points, I am grateful to Bill Badecker, Diamandis Gafos, Matt
Goldrick, Ben Slade, Paul Smolensky, Colin Wilson, and Charles Yang, as well as this journal's
editors and referees. Material related to the present discussion has been presented at the
following venues: University College, London (2/18/98); Yale University (4/13/98); University of
Siena (Incontro di Grammatica Generativa, 2/26/99); Potsdam University (GLOW Workshop,
4/1/99); Georgetown University (4/19/99); University of Maryland, College Park (Mayfest, 5/19/99);
New York University (1/21/00). I am grateful to each of those audiences for kind and constructive
comments. All errors are mine.
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